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“QUALITY
NEEDS
COMMUNICATION”

Be
Packed.
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Established successfully workflows from 
brands till print with renowned brand-
owners.

Led teams, inspired and supported 
people as a mentor, 

Created something new / Business 
development (new site in South-Africa, 
new site in Dublin)

Based on my apprenticeship as a gravure- and 
flexoprinter, my graduation to 
Dipl.Ing. (FH) Printing- and media-technology
plus my 15 years experience working responsible 
together with brandowners, agencies, prepress-
and printing-houses. 

MY CONTENT
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PROJECTS
Would-have-to-do-stack

Projects will not be started, proceeded or 
finalised, due to a lack of human capacity 
or people with the needed education, 
know-how and experience.

I could take over these projects and take 
care about the organisation, the 
execution, the training and the 
documentation.

These could be projects like:
a.) Root-cause-analysis and 
implementation of corrective actions.

b.) Implementation of workflows

c.) Onboarding of new customers: 
Communication of the customer needs 
and secure that the demand will be 
fulfilled.

Handling with your projects

Photos by Octavian Dan and Eden Constantino on Unsplash.com
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CONCEPTS

I am searching in your 
organisation for “Room-for-
improvement”-projects.

Analysis, Execution, Training 
and documentation for the 
areas Sales, PrePress, Job 
preparation, Print and 
Embossing.

These could be projects like:

a.) More efficient 
communication between 
Sales and PrePress

b.) Evaluating new printing-
and embossing technologies 
(like digital print, etc.)

Creating concepts

Photos by Alessandro Bianchi and Dollar Gill on Unsplash.com
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COLOR COMMUNICATION

Game changing deep tech solution

I am personally convinced, that 
the current problem of colour 
communication is the missing 
involvement of the brandowners 
and the agencies.

ColorGrail is the one and only tool, 
which offers here a solution with 
maximum of accuracy and 
reliability and an easy handling.

To support ColorGrail I became a 
Sales- and Development-partner 
to establish the system in the 
packaging market.

ColorGrail
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COLOUR CONTROL

To close the loop in the 
process it is equally important 
to control the colours during 
the process.

Together with brandowners, 
agencies, prepress, print, 
converting and finally with 
the packers, I setup a 
workflow, which enables an 
efficient and value-adding 
process.

Value-adding process
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DESIGN SUPPORT

For brandowners – and 
especially for start-ups – I am 
offering to take care about 
their packaging workflow.

Based on the packaging 
material and the designs 
from the agencies I am 
helping to setup useful 
workflows from PrePress, via 
Print, till QA-controls before 
the packing process.

Due to my solid and 
comprehensive network I 
have deep-insights in the 
graphical supply chain.

For brandowners…

Photos by Christina Rumpf and Mika Baumeister on Unsplash.com
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LET´S
KEEP 
IN TOUCH!

CONTACT DETAILS

Björn Kammertöns

Mobile: +49 151 591 755 99
E-Mail: bjoern.kammertoens@bpacked.de

www.bpacked.de
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